
ECO-INNOVATION IN 
SUSTAINABLE MARKETING



Coasters.



- FSC and PEFC certified wood fiber.

- Sustainable Merchandising.

- 100% recyclable.

- Manufactured in Alquerías - Castellón - Spain.

- Original, personalized and exclusive designs for each client.

- Direct digital printing on the highly durable surface.

- Laser cut, cauterized edges.

SUSTAINABLE MERCHANDISE



Wood for good.02 Bookmarks.



TRADITION + PASSION + ECO-INNOVATION = VISUALLY

We have been working with wood since 1932, this has been the basis of our family business for the last 90 years, always using the same 
raw material.

We shape your idea with infinite possibilities, turning it into a quality product with high added value.

Bookmarks.

One hand reading page opener. Wood for good.
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Mouse base.



Wood for good.
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Desktop arrangement.



The products that are marketed under the VISSUALLY brand, comply with current international environmental regulations, providing our 
customers with products based on the strictest premises of Eco-design of the so-called “Circular Economy” greatly reducing emissions 
and reducing their carbon footprint significantly.

Rulers.

Desktop calendar.

Decorative cacti.

Wood for good.
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Desktop arrangement.

Napkin holders.

Decorative elements.

Price charts.



Desktop arrangement.

Drink tray.

Wood for good.
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Coasters.

Postcards.

Signs.



Magnets.

Wood for good.
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Tissue dispenser.

Bookmarks.



Clothes hangers.

Wood for good.



Direct HD digital printing on wood fiber.

Digital printing means that we can customize each job in an original, different and exclusive way with finishes that
simulate, wood, metals, colors, etc., in short, infinite possibilities that in the end get the exhibitor to distinguish the brand and 
give a greater cachet to the products it exhibits, maintaining a perpetual quality like that of the first day.
The use of this printing technique avoids the use of clichés that in the end are useless waste, compared to the efficiency and 
maximum quality offered by digital printing.

It is an immense satisfaction for us to see the result achieved by having well focused the combination of these
innovative technologies together with our patented system, allowing us to generate unique and exclusive products for each 
client in multiple sectors, these being sustainable, ecological, reusable, using the minimum necessary raw material, as well as 
reduced electricity consumption.
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Keychains.



Wall clocks.

Wood for good.
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DISPLAYS

Get to know our exhibitors with the Patented QClick * Assembly System.
Easy to assemble and disassemble without the need for tools.

High durability and recyclable.
  

Ceramic displays. Desktop displays.Sample boxes.



Product displays.

Wood for good.



www.vissually.com
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